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bright·'Y-SFlIT-lee adverb 1. in a way that gives of (a lot of light
2, in a way that seems happy and cheerful

damp-neSS-DArAP-nuhs noun the quality of being slightly wet

feath·erey -FEH TN-un-ree adjective 1. like a feather 2. covered in feathers

fi.nal·ly -FiN-uhl-ee adverb 1. after a long period of time 2. happening at
the end or last

loud·neSS-lOWD-nuhs noun 1. the degree of volume of sound

reecenteIY-REES-uhnt-lee adverb relating to a time not long ago

shad·ow.y -SHAD-oh-ee adjective 1. full of shadows 2. not clearly seen
3. not realistic

sly·ness.:....SU-nuhs noun the quality of being sneaky or smart at hiding
one's goals

sneak·y -Sl\lEE-kee adjective doing things in a secret and sometimes
unfair way

speed.i.IY-SPEED-uhl-ee adverb with quickness
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Read & Replace
>

READ the field notes. FILL IN the blanks with keywords.
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Field Notes

1 I made a most-amazing discovery. I was

exploring the depths of a remote rainforest

when I saw a creature dash through the leaves. All I could see

was its ~_( ""_. tail. I bad never seen a tail quite like

it before. I wanted to catch the creature so I could observe it

more closely. I was sure my partner and I could use our

plan. We believed that the creature liked the .:-_._.~ ., .~_'"."....~,,~ ..of

the rainforest floor. We covered our bodies with moss and

spread out on the ground. We were thrilled when we

.:.._..__._.~~. '".,~....._.__..saw th e creatu re's 8__ . co I0 red

feathers. We quickly grabbed it in our hands. Unfortunately the

of the creature's call shocked us.
;;;"-'~-'''-''----'--''-'-'''----

It sounded just like a fog horn! My partner r-

and I grabbed our ears, and when

we did, the creature

from our hands.
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Suffix Hopscotch
LOOK AT the root words in each hopscotch board. FILL IN a suffix that can be added to all of the
words in the board.

1.

ill

well pale

red

3.

2.

leather

snow

second

decent

sudden

main

sweat

wind
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MatchU~
> MATCH each word to a suffix.Then USE the suffix box to help you WRITE a definition

for each word.

-Iy = in the manner of; relating to

-y = state, condition, or result of

-nesse state of

Root Suffix Word

1. butter Iy

2. deaf y

3. wise ness

4. fit Iy

5. total y ------_.-._--_._-

6. rain ness

Definitions

1. • ~_- ._-----_ •._--
2.

3. _

4. _

5.. .------------~-------.,.
6. _
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CrissCross
FILL IN the grid by answering the clues with keywords.

ACROSS

2. In a cheerful manner

3. The state of being slight1y wet

6. Happening not long ago

8. The quality of being smart at hiding

one's motives

10. With quickness

I
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DOWN
1. At last

4. In a secret way

5. The degree of volume of a sound

7. Like a feather

9. Resembling a shadow



Blank Out!
> FILL IN the blanks with keywords.

1. The full moon lights up the sky.

2. Valerie is making wings for her costume.

3. The team was excited to hear the of the crowd.

4. It's always sad when summer is over.

5. Martin used his . ~_.. . to play an April Fool's prank on his best friend.

6. Carol rode her bike __ ~.__ down the hill.

7. The of the basement gave Anna a chill.

8. Paul's cat was being when it crept up on my dog.

9. Brynn could tell the chocolates were not bought

They tasted stale.

10. Billy was scared to walk in the ~__~__.__ . _._._._ forest.
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It's Puzzling!
MATCH each suffix to a root word. Then WRITE the words in the blanks.

HINT: You can use the same suffix more than once.
----------. ----------,
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r=> absent ':J
~~

.--------...... ----
I
I

-== forgetfu I~_________~-- ---l

.--------...... ------,
---" I:= scrat?

~\ .:»
~~I-= week ~

i~, --------l

.: same-:J

.----" ---
----------

~ squirm ---...J
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